To this end he was a skin-smith par excellence. He honed infraspecific studies to a fine art. As a result of Phillips' continual upbraidings, research into geographic variation and subspecies' migrations will never be quite the same. Above all others, he insisted most vocif-erously on using only comparable specimens--preferably in fresh fall plumage. His keen eye was always attuned to discerning problems caused by non-genetic factors such as wear, fading, soiling, and foxing. Certainly, many named subspecies are nothing more than artifacts resulting from comparing newly collected series with decades-old specimens that have undergone postmortem color change. Often he decried the taxonomic uselessness of the "highest breeding plumage" so much in vogue.
Allan's singular focus could be exasperating. One time at a camp in Mexico I had a flat on my old pickup truck. Allan summarized the situation with his philosophical, "When the inevitable happens, relax and enjoy it." He dug out his catalog and rapidograph, found a shady spot, and commenced writing labels, while I changed the tire, unassisted. Another time in the Pacific Northwest we stopped on the beach in the rain to fix a hasty lunch. Instead of helping, Allan slipped into the woods with the .22, returning just minutes later dangling a warbler. "First state record for Oregon!" he exclaimed.
Of the avian groups that he dealt with, Allan probably had personally examined about every critical specimen in all major (and not a few minor) North American museums. What was most intimidating was that he seemed to remember every one, recalling date, locality, and collector, as well as his determination of its characteristics and identity. In addition to his utterly phenomenal memory, he assembled copious notes on most specimens passing thorough his hands. All species falling under the rubric of "small birds" were grist for the Phillipsian mill, particularly if they posed complicated problems. The meaning of "small" got stretched at times, but readers of The Birds of Arizona will note the inverse ratio between body size and depth of taxonomic treatment.
Allan's facility with languages was no less than that with birds. He spoke both French and German fluently, facilitating his work in European museums and his study of the foreign literature. Ultimately Spanish became his most frequently used language. Once, when we were collecting in the Venezuelan Andes, we stopped at a local visitors' center to inquire about directions. mean a desk." By "rest" he had meant sitting down and writing specimen labels. Few people are aware of the massive correspondence that Allan maintained throughout his life. Over the 35 years that ! knew him, we exchanged hundreds of letters. He always answered questions pointedly and concisely, with an economy of words. If he supplied data, they were in an idiosyncratic sequence that had to be unscrambled, sometimes painfully. Typed letters were packed; wasted space, such as margins, was an anathema. One of the tricks ! marveled at was his practice of arranging a sentence so that the line below it could repeat a needed word; then he would use ditto marks rather than type it again.
Although never a collegiate professor for long, Allan became mentor for numerous ornithological students throughout North America. He encouraged and empowered anyone who would honestly seek answers by collecting appropriately and critically comparing specimens in useful plumage. The greenest novice he treated respectfully. There was no room for ornithological dogma in Allan's training. Everything had to be looked at anew, always with better material.
Allan had great appreciation for the early taxonomists who had laid the groundwork for American ornithology. He was fond of remarking that Robert Ridgwayforgot more than most modern ornithologists will ever knom Perhaps the same could be said of Allan as well. He had conceived the Known Birds series as a miniRidgway. We must be satisfied with the two relatively slim (but Phillipsian packed) volumes that actually were published, while wondering how much might have been produced had he received outside support and started this lifetask earlier. But beware the person on a pedestal. Like an ornithological Don Quixote, Allan delighted in upsetting and thoroughly skewering anyone who didn't get his facts in line. Smoke screens and other gobbledygook he exposed unmercifully, stabbing with one hand, pouring in salt with the other. This earned him no friends. Diplomacy wasn't a virtue he particularly cultivated; some said he had none. The pages of Known Birds are a virtual bloody battlefield of exposed faulty research not measuring up to his unrelenting standards. Some think of this as the musings of an excessively demanding purist, while others see it as an attempt to raise alpha taxonomy to ever higher standards. In either case, post-Phillipsian ornithology will never be the same.
Allan was a constant advocate for improving the quality of existing collections. On page after page of Known Birds will be found queries with the annotation that this is the best that can be done until better material is available for comparison. Likewise will be found his constant reminders that those who should be promoting knowledge of birds specifically and biodiversity in general often are the very ones who impede our access to scientific knowledge. Avian alpha taxonomy has been changed by the qualities that Allan brought so unflinchingly to the subject. He was an exacting, uncompromising scientist. Such people are difficult to live with. Still, in spite of the intensity of his focus on ornithology, Allan could be a devoted husband and doting, if demanding, father to his own and his adopted children. In his later years he could sign letters to professional colleagues, "Love, Allan." That's not too prickly.
